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RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.

CHANCE - GRI P- ALL CLAMPSTICKS - Single-Piece Style
The Grip-All stick puts an easy-to-control “finger” on an insulated pole.
Although primarily designed for installing hot-line and grounding clamps, it
serves both overhead and underground circuits with various end fittings.
Commonly called a “shotgun,” the operating mechanism incorporates
a sliding hand grip that opens the hook to grasp a clamp eyescrew
and retract it into the tool head. A safety thumb latch then must be
depressed to release the locked hand grip so it can open the hook.
While the tool head is of Lexan R for close-quar ter operations, the
worker must maintain recommended working distance solely on the
Epoxiglas R pole section of the handle as the hook and its actuator
are metal par ts.
Easy to care for, Grip-All sticks do not require field stripping to clean.
All insulated parts including the operating rod are outside the main pole,
readily accessible to wipe dry.
CAUTION: Do not clean the plastic head with solvent.
Part
C403-1036
C403-0293

Description

Wt.

Part

Description

Wt.

C403-0291

1-1/4” x 4’ 5”

5.75

C403-0294

1-1/4” x 10’ 5-1/2”

8.00

C403-0292

1-1/4” x 6’ 5-1/2”

6.50

C403-0295

1-1/4” x 12’ 5-1/2”

8.75

7.25

-

-

-

C403-0293

1-1/4” x 8’ 5-1/2”

CHANCE - GRIP-ALL CLAMPSTICKS - Telescoping Style
This Telescoping Grip-All Stick may replace several conventional
clampsticks. It permits linemen to serve their many safe-working distances
and positioning needs while conserving valuable storage space.
Engineered interface between sections ensures that tool retracts with full
control. Close fit also helps keep out dirt and moisture. Top section is of
foam-center Epoxiglas R insulated pole.
Basic clampstick functions of this telescoping style are identical to
the fixed-length style. All controls can be manipulated while wearing
gloves. Easy to disassemble, the Telescoping Grip-All Stick must be
kept clean and dry inside and out for maximum personnel protection.
Part

Extended Tool will lock at each length

Retracted

Weight

C403-1035

5’ 6-3/4”, 6’ 9-1/2”, 8’

5’ 2-3/4”

6 lb.

C403-1036

8’ 6-3/4”, 10’ 4-1/2”, 12’ 2-1/4”, 14’

8’ 2-3/4”

8 lb.

Telescoping Style with Universal Fitting on Handle
Part

Extended Tool will lock at each length

Retracted

Weight

C403-3060

5’ 6-3/4”, 6’ 9-1/2”, 8’

5’ 2-3/4”

6 lb.

C403-3061

8’ 6-3/4”, 10’ 4-1/2”, 12’ 2-1/4”, 14’

8’ 2-3/4”

8 lb.

* For information on additional clampstick options and storage bags
consult your Reliable Equipment representative.

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

